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1． lntroduction

'

    Composition has been difined in a variety qf ways， which include

recurring Phases such as thinkipg Process， stylistic chQice， grammatical

correctness， rhet6rical arrangement， and creativity． Central to writing are

the classical rhetorical concerns of Invention（topic）， Arrangement（orga．

niz．ation）and Style（grammatical correctness and stylistic effectiveness）．1）

    What is important here is that there are systematic differences in

expository styles which are evidenced as a result of cultural or． linguistic

diversity． Robert Kaplan（1972）says that“rhetorical and stylistic prefere-

nces are culturally conditioned and vary from language to language．”2）

According to K3plan， in the writing of native English speeches， the f【ow

                             ノ
of ideas can be characterized by a linear apProach and a deductive

development， while or' 奄?獅狽≠?writing is characterized by a circular（indi-

rect）approach and an inductive development． Kaplan's term‘‘Oriental”

refers to Chinese and Korean， but not to Japanese．

   ．The purpose of this study is to explore the rhetorical patterns and

the interference problems shown in E．nglish compositions by Japanese

students．66 Engl三sh℃ompositions written by Japanese students are

examined．

II． Contrastive Rhetoric

    Several Writers have already stressed the importance of the area of

contrastive rhetoric in spotting possible．composition problems '（Kaplan，

1966， Green 1967，'Baskoff 1969， Bracy 19'71， Buckingham 1979）． The
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pioneering work on rhetorical patterns across cultures is Kaplan （1966）， an

article entitled ‘Cultural thought patterns in intercultural education．'

Based on a study of approximately 600 ESL compositions， Kaplan deter-

mined that there were significant differences between the cOnstruction of

expository paragraphs among writers whose native languages are English，

Semitic， Oriental， Romance， or Russian （Kaplan 1972）．3） These are pre-

sented in Figure 1．

                            Figpre． 1
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    Differences were most noticeable in the pattern of logic which writers

used in ordering． ideas within paragraphs． According to K． aplan， these

patterns arise from systematic differences in cultural modes of thinking，

which are reflected in each cUlture's own rhetorical style．4）' He is proL

perly cautious about the reality of these patterns．

    However， Bander（1978） converts Kaplan's observations into proven

statements． Bander says， “ln follovying a． direct line of development， an

English pa；agraph is very different， for instance， from an Oriental para-

graph， which tends to follow a circular 'line of development．”5 D） Condon

and Yousef（1975） are more skeptical in their acceptan．ce of Kaplan's

diagrams as absQlutes， but they state， “We・might expect that if diagrams

such as these are helpful they reflect not only the ‘logics' of the areas

identified but also something of the languages and cultural values as

well．'”6） With the' @perspective of．fifteen years of hindsight， it' @is pos'sible

to presept relatively strong criticisms Qf Kaplan's article． However， any

such criticisms must・be modified by a recognition that this article has
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stood virtually alone in the literature on contrastive rhetoric．

    Kaplan states the characteristics pf the writing styles of native

Engljsh speakers and Orientals as fol'lows；

    The thought pattern which speakers and readers of English

appear to expect as an integral part of their communication is a

sequence'that is dominantly linear in its development． An

English' expository paragtaph usually begins with a topic state一，

ment， and then by a series of subdivisions of that topic statement，

each supported by examples and illustrat ions， proceeds to develop

that cen' 狽窒≠?idea and relate that idea to all the other ideas in the

whole essay， and tb employ that idea in its proper relationship

with other ideas， to prove something， or perhaps to argue some-

thing．7） （Oriental writing） may be said to． be “turning and

turning in 'a widening gyre．” The circles or gyres turn around the

subject and show it from a varietY of tangential views， but the

subject is never looked at directly． Things are developed in terms

of what they ，are not， rather than in' terms of what they are．8）

     He also stat'es that in Oriental writing “the， kind of logic considered so

significant in Western analytic writing is eliminated．”9）

     There is another study which has attempted to investigate Japanese

rhetorical patterns conducted by Achiba and Kuromiya（1983）． The data

 shoW that the Japanese rhetorical pattern has both linear and circular

approaches． However， the subjects of their s'tudy were 'adult intermediate

 and advanced Japanese students of English as a second language enrolled

in the intensive English programs at the language schools of sorrie

' American universities． At the time of this study， they were receiving

intensive Engl'ish instruction in the United States． lt is true that they

were influenced by American culture and they were learning English

writing．style through feedback by teachers． Therefore， it is difficult to

assume that Japanese student．s at ．the language schools of some American

 universities as subjects are teally representative native speakers of Japad一

nese．
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III． Data and Analysis

    The subjects of my study were studentS of a Speech Class in this

college． These students had received at least six years' of formal English

instruction in Japan． However，． the main'part of that instruction was・

focused on grammar， while English writing had been for the most part

neglected．

    The data ba'se consisted of 66 English compositions written by these

subjects'． Of these， 6 were discarded because they contained too many

syntactic problems． Only those compositions which could・be classified

as expository prose were analyzed My study is based on the analysis

and categoriza'tion of 60 compositions according to the fiye different

rhetorical patterns ・found in the compositions by Achiba and Kuroyama

（1983）． The five organizational patterns are defined as follQws：'O）

Category 1：

Category 2：

Compositions showing the characteristics of English

expository writing； that is， linear developmcnt in which

each subtQpic ' 奄?united tb the main topic in a prbper

way． （Kaplan's category）

CompQSitions showing a linear development in the

beginning， but with weak endings； that is， topic sente-

nces with very little substantiation．

Category 3：

Category 4：

ComPositions showing no explicit topic sentences； or if

there are anys they are preceded by superfluotis introdu-

ctory remarks．

Compositions sh6wing characteristics of Oriental writ-

ing； a circular （indirect） approach and inductiVe deve-

lopmentL （Kaplan's categorY） ・ '

Category 5： Compositions which are tantamount to untelated．colle-

ctions， of sentences； the sentences may be grammati-

cally correct， but the overall 'effect is ． one of confusion．
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1， Analysis of Organization

Table 1 ： Percentage ．for each category of rhetorical patterns found in

the Japanese students' English compositions．

Category 1

Category 2

Category 3

Category 4

Category 5

↓
る
ア
亀

6％
27 ％

22 ％

32％
13 ％

    Table 1 indicates the percentage for each category of rhetorical

patterns'found in the 60 English compositions written by the Japanese

students． ' 撃?is interesting to note that the highest percentage is found

for the circular （or indirect） approach （32％）． According to Kaplan， a

circular approach marks Oriental writing， which is lacking in logic， unity

and coherenCe．ii） Such a・development in a modern English paragraph

would strike the English reader ．as． awkward， unnecessarily indirect and

evasive．・ Mary Lee Field says that the paragraphs （written by Japanese

students） lacked details， they usually ended with vaguely emotional or

sentimental statements， they．never included strong arguements or clear

evidence to support an issue．i2） ．

    On the other hand， for the Japanese reader， long sentences with much

-modification and many relative clauses' identify the mature writer； more-

over， making a point． directly is both discourteous of the writer and

embarrassing for the reader．'3） Accordipg to Kindaichi（1978）， （the Japa-

nese） dislikes the sentence that ends so distinctly， for it looks stiff， formal，

and brusque-or， in modern terrhs， dry．i4）

    In 'consequence， it i's diMcult for non-Japanese readers to grasp the

main idea． One of the reasons for this is due to the characeristics of・the

Japanese． Kindaich states as follows：

    When one writes a long Japanese sentence， the predicate verb

comes far behind the subject， which appears in the beginning．

The many tiny clauses in between give listeners and readers a
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diMcult time． understanding the principal'idea．'5）

     Category 2， in which ther6 is A topic sentence but very little substan-

tiation may be in evidence as a result of the japanese tendency to

 avoid terse， perspicuous endinds； that is， they expect the reader to infer

'the conclusion． Acco'rding t6 Takemata（1976）， “the （Japanese）'conclusion

need not be decisive （danteiteki）． All it needs to do is'to indicate a doubt

or ask a question．”i6） The writer expects the reader to “read between

lines” and to infer what has not been stated．

     It' differs frQm an English language conclusion in significant ways．

McGrinimon（1976） states that the （Engli＄h） 60nclusioh c．an emphas'ize

the main points in summary； it cap． draw a conclusion based on infor-

mation presented in'the preceding paragraphs， or it can evaluate what

 has been presented．i？） ' '

     Category 3， which shows the third lowest percentage， haS ng explicit ．

，topic sentence or， if there is one， it is prededed by an'unnecesstiry intro-

ductory remark． This kind of essay always'start with something ' indi-

rect， '1”he following two paragraphs are introductory part' Qf a student's

comPosition on ‘｛My Character”．

    My hair is long to reaeh my shoulder． My eyes are not same

size， the right one is bigger'than the left one． ， My nose and．lips

are ordinary． My・face is round just like the moon， because 1 am

not thin．． ' ．．
    My strong points of my character are cheerful and friendly

一 一 i 一 t 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 t 一

    Here， the student states the topic in the second paragraph instead of

ip the first． ln the first parqgraph she gives physical i．nformation． lt is

to be rioted that this long indirect beginning reflects the influertce of Ki，

an opening part of the traditional Japanes'e organizational syle 'termed

Ki-Shoo Ten-Ketsza TakaMata（1976） defines this stYle as follows：'8）
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A
B
C
D

Ki
Shoo

Ten

Ketsu

（起）

（承）

（転）

（結）

First， begin one's argument

Next， develbp that

At the point where this development is

finished， turn the idea to a subtheme where

there is a connection， but not directory

connected associat ion （to the major theme）

last， bring all of this together and' 窒?≠モ?a

conclusion．

    In the Ki-Sho Ten-Ketsu organization， the topic of the initial unit is

not the author's main topici lt is simply a subtopic that will lead into

the main topic of the essay． The 'unit is called Ki．' The second unit

called Shoo develops the initial toPic， setting the stage for the third unit，

where the main topic is finally introduced and developed． The third

unit is called Ten． Then the last unit called Ketsu brings toge'ther all

these three units， Most of Japanese learned this otganization pattern 'at

sehool． Johh Hinds（1983） says that the third point Ten， is， the develop一'

ment in a theme， which English langUage compositions do not have， and

it is the intrusion of an．unexpected element into otherwise n6rmal

progression of ideas．i9）

    Category' 5， which shows the 'secQnd lowest percentage， has neither

topic sentence，，body nor conclusion． Sentences are unrelated to each

other． This could be due to a lack of English competence and／or'Writihg

ability．

・2

          z

Interference ，Problems

”

    There are several kinds of errors in English whlch Japanese students

often make：1）interlingua1（i． e．， mother-tongue）errors；and 2）intralingual

errors， which are usually the result of misinterpretation and of syntact．

o＞ergeneralization of English gramMar rules． While rhost errors com-

mitted are int士alingual e士rors， it．is the interlingual e士rors which most

hamper communication． The study deals with interlipgual problems．

Interlingual errors are t恥e interference arising from an unconsci6us at一

                        り
tempt to transf6r to English certain native Japanese structures． The

fo110wing exafnples are passages from students English compositions．
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   '1） Didactic Remark ' ，
    At the end of the English compositions by Japanese students， a kind

of didactic remark such as “should”， “ought to”， “must”， “have to” are

often seen． The following example is entitled “My Parents”．

    1 am thankful to mY parents 'that sent me to，this college．

When 1 was a child， 1 often got ill and troubled my family． Also

I was selfish． 1 think 1 must do what一 they hope． 1 must help them．

1 must practice cooking．'

    2） Frequent Use of “as y6u know”

    “As you know 'is commonly used at the beginning of the compositions．

Fox example， a student's ．cornposition entitled “My Hometown” starts

with the sentence， ‘iAs you know， we can see the． marine blue sea． “For

the writer， it is not imp6rtant whether or not the audience knows we can

see the marine blue sea． She uses “as you know” ju．st to avoid an abrupt

begihning． ln Japanese writings and speeches in front of an 'audience，

this use of “as you know” is very common．20）

    3） Frgquent Use of “1 think” and Misplacement of “1 think” JUdg-

        mental Clause ' '
    Frequent use of “1 think” in students' compositions may be a problem

of interference． The fpllowing example is． a passage from a studen．t's

English composition on “Learning English”．

   1 think there is a weakneSs in speaking English． But I

think that 1 will have to overcome it．

    In the above example， use of “1 think” twice in a roW sounds awk-

ward； but when・ it is translated into Japanese it sounds natural．

    The' following example is a misplacepaent of “1 think” judgmental

clause．

ノ

All members of our family are cheerful，／ 1 think．

1 don't want to have an auto accident， 1 thinh
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    In English， placing the expr'ession 1 think at the end of a sentence， in

apposition as shown in example， has the effect of weakening the validity

of the whole prediction． lt implies that the speaker has grave doubts

about the assertion vihich he has just made．2i？

    However， in Japanese， of course， placing to omoimasu at the end of

'the sentence is the correct grammatical thing to do．

4） Unidiomatic Reversal of Negative Clause

1 thought 'she could not live by herself．

Ithink it is not good to play around：

    In the above sentences there is nothing that is really incorrect， from

a grammatical point of view， but they are， nevertherless， very 一strange・一

sounding to the native speaker of English． There is so because of a

，reversal of the nagation claUse． ．． '

    In EngliSh， native speakers of English usually prefer to negate the

varb of the main clause （in this case， think）， thus allowing the subordinate

clause to express a positive or ， aMrmative， rather than a negative， predi-

ction．22） Thus the sentence “1 didn't think she could live by herselP' is

preferable to the sentence “1 thought she could not live by herself．”

Similarly， the sentence i‘1 don't think it is good to play 'around” is prefer-

able to， the'sentence “1 think it is not gogd to play around．”

    In Japanese，． on the other hand， the situation is just opposite． Styli・一

stically， it would be preferable in Japanese ．to say， “ Yokunai to omoimasu '

than to say “Yoi to omoimasen．

5） Use of “becaus'e” and “although” aS Subordinated Conjunetion

    and “when” as an lndefinite Relative Adverb
                               l

    1 examined all 66 compositions to find out whether adverbial clauses

introduced by these words come before or after the main clause． '1 found

that 100％ of adverbial clauses introduced by “although”， 65％ of those

introduced by “when” and 12％ of those introduced by “because” came
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before the main clause．' The．study．showed that Japanese stUdents appear

to eniploy adverb ial clauses including “althougfi” and “when” more． fre-

quently before the main clauses that dfter． The reaSon for it is probably

that in Japanese， the subordinate c．lauses including “because” can be

placed either before br after the main clause．23） lt is ve'ry interesting to

note， however， that 62％ of the Usage of “because” is in indepehdent

sentences as defined， often incorrectly， by the students：

    One year has passed since 1 entered college． At first， 1 was

very shocked． Because the place of the college is in the country．

    In the above example， the student uses a period instead of a comma

and she start' ?an ． independent sentence with “because'．'； Although this

isn't eorrect in English， it is． perfectly all right in Japanese．

IV． Conclusion

    1 have attempted．to explore the rhetotical patterns found in coMpg-

s' 奄狽奄盾?s by Japanese students and also the problems of interference 'from

the JaPanese languagei The presept study found that 32％ of the Japanese

studentS' English-compositions are characterized by a circular '（indirect）

ap' 垂窒盾≠モ?D The results of'this study support Rdbert Kaplan's（1972） find一'

ing that writing by iOrientals is characerized by a circular'（indirect）

app' 窒盾≠モ?D

    It is evident that the patterns for． composition which Japanese stu-

dents unconsciously imitate， when ・vtiriting inNEnglish， are shaped by their
                                                  ．

'ow ?cult．ures； likgwisel． rhe patterns' fgr English composition havg beep

shaped by a lohg rhetorical tradition． That is， a Student's writing style is

clearly affected by the interference of the stylistic arid cultur' ≠?literary

ex
垂窒?唐唐奄盾氏C patterns．of his native． langgages．”24） ' Therefore， 1．eachers of

耳ngli・h niu…lwa・・畔・h f・・吻・．in whi・h止ρy・m・y・till b・h・ld in・h・

徳ゆρfuゆ・ci・u・cul・u・r・”25プThrn・h・y mu・・蜘rpl…b・aw・r・qf

these differehces， and h'e mUst make these differences' overtly apparent to

their studentsL ln short， contrastive rhetoric must be taught in the same
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sense that contrastive grammar is presently taught．2・6） ' lt is also necessary

to bring the student to a grasp of idea and structure in units larger than the

sentence．

    In the interference problems，'the present sample obviously does not

contain all of the errors discovered in the compositions， but it is hoped

that those presented and discussed herein are representative， and that

their havihg been highlighted will ultimately be of use to teaching．

Further studies should be done on interlanguage ，errors．

                   ，
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